The Big Challenge 2021
Level 2
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[AUDIO]

I'm Rose.
I'm twelve.
I'm fine.
Yes, I am.

[AUDIO]

No, it isn't.
No, thank you.
Yes, it's a book.
Yes, it's your book.

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

In the schoolbag.
On top of the books.
Under the pencils.
Behind the
schoolbag.

[AUDIO]
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Listen to the
conversation. What's the
name of the park?

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Elgonkuin
Eljonquin
Algonquin
Algonkwin

[AUDIO]

Yes, they are.
They're working.
It's difficult.
She's studying.

[AUDIO]

930
903
913
933

[AUDIO]

Sunday
Saturday
Friday
Monday

[AUDIO]

He likes swimming.
He's talking to a
customer.
He works in a shop.
He's at work.
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[AUDIO]

A phone.
A grey sweater.
A map.
A train.

[AUDIO]

He's touching a girl's
face.
He's next to a girl
with a hat.
He's standing
between two
women.
One of his hands is
on the table.

[AUDIO]
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B
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D

[AUDIO]

Just a few.
Yes, I can.
There isn't a lot.
No, there aren't.

[AUDIO]

Because it's a film for
children.
Because all the
actors are awful.
Because the actors
are very good.
Because she likes
one of the actors.

[AUDIO]

sand, drawer, match
ball, jump, stick
score, kick, team
brake, run, win
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Listen to the phone
conversation. What can
the woman say now?

23

Listen. What can you
say about Scamp, the
dog?
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Listen to William and his
grandmother. What can
William say now?

Mrs Johnson is at home.
Listen to a conversation
between her and her
neighbour. What are
they talking about?

[AUDIO]

I'm not very busy.
I'm free at the
moment.
Call me tomorrow.
What can we talk
about?

[AUDIO]

He's frightened.
He's dangerous.
He's very friendly.
He doesn't like Max.

[AUDIO]

Way out
Entrance
Private
Keep out

[AUDIO]

No, nothing else,
thank you.
Yes, something
different, please.
Yes, that's enough.
No thanks, I never
eat cake.

[AUDIO]

Don't worry!
You never lose.
Look out!
It's a mistake.

[AUDIO]

A piece of cheese in
the fridge.
A dress that the
woman bought in
1990.
The woman's
passport
An old food mixer.
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Listen to the phone
conversation. The “buzz”
covers the woman's
second question. What
is the question?

Listen. What's the word?

Listen and find the word
that rhymes.

Listen. What three words
can you hear?

[AUDIO]

Are you enjoying
your holiday?
Are you watching the
new TV series about
zombies?
Is the weather still
terrible where you
are?
Did your dog get
better quickly after
the accident?

[AUDIO]

bored
beard
bird
bad

[AUDIO]

price
lies
noise
says

[AUDIO]

sad, soon, boat
said, sun, about
said, soon, bought
sad, sun, boot

[AUDIO]

They are between 5
and 10 years old.
They go to school
five days a week.
They don't go to
school in the
afternoon.
They never wear a
school uniform.

[AUDIO]

Trafalgar
Victoria
Waterloo
Hastings

How many children …… ?

is there
are in the picture
you can see
wants an ice-cream

Kirsty …… often …… for
lunch.

isn't … having
doesn't … have a
salad
eats … a sandwich
has … got

We …… to win our next
match.

like
can
are going
must
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“When did …… the text
message?” “Last night.”

you sent
send her
he got
she write
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Exercise 5 …… more ……
exercise 4.

is … difficult than
is … hard than
was … easy as
was … harder than

He'll miss the meeting if
his plane …… time.

doesn't leave on
will leave after
won't leave here in
makes a late

Linda ..... .

lives very close to
Anna
doesn't live in the
same country as
Anna
likes the photo of
Anna's house
lives in a beautiful
apartment
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What do we know about
Anna from the email?

She and her
husband Peter have
got three children.
She works in a café
with Kate and Martin.
Her daughter is
older than her son.
She is worried about
her children.

What do we know about
the café?

The first month it
was open, there
weren't very many
customers.
It is quite a long way
from any tourist
destination.
Everything Anna and
Peter serve is
homemade.
Visitors to the local
castle rarely come to
the café.

Find the sentence that
corresponds to the
information in the email

People usually come
to England because
the food is so good.
Because of a
newspaper article,
Linda and Peter lost
a lot of business.
A lot of tourists are
probably going to
visit the castle this
month.
There will probably
be fewer customers
in the autumn than
last summer.

Who is the night visitor?

A policewoman.
A cat.
A criminal.
A wild animal.
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What do you know about
Kate?

She lives in the
centre of Bristol.
She never does her
shopping late at
night.
She goes to work
by car.
She hasn't got any
pets.

When Kate heard the
noise, she ..... .

first thought
someone was in the
kitchen
didn't think it was her
cat
was upstairs,
changing her
clothes
ran downstairs and
into the kitchen

When Kate saw the fox,
she ..... .

wasn't surprised
because people
sometimes see foxes
at night
was shocked
because she didn't
know foxes came
into houses
was frightened
because foxes can
be dangerous
wasn't angry,
although it was
eating a sausage
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Find the sentence that
ISN'T true.

The fox got into the
kitchen and ate a
sausage when Kate
was out.
It takes Kate less
than an hour to drive
to and from work.
Kate doesn't usually
wear her uniform at
home.
Kate forgot to close
her kitchen window.
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Find the picture of the
Houses of Parliament in
London.

A
C
B
D
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There are two main
political parties in England:
the Labour party and the
…… party.

Socialist
Conservative
Democratic
Liberal
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This photo shows part of a
huge national park in the
north west of England. It is
famous for its lakes,
forests and mountains.
What's it called?

The Lake District
Sherwood Forest
Queen's Park
Snowdonia

No one heard the alarm at
first because ..... . But then
we all saw the smoke and
ran to the exit.

everyone was
talking
the music wasn't
very loud
we listened to the
music
we talked very loudly

How …… from London to
Manchester by plane?

long does it take to
go
much will be the trip
does the trip cost
long lasts the journey
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The “u” in “computer”
sounds like ..... .

the “ue” in “true”
the “iew” in “view”
the “ew” in “grew”
the “oo” in “food”
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If you want to see the
Crown Jewels in London,
you must visit ..... .

Buckingham Palace
the British Museum
the Tower of
London
10 Downing Street

